Westward expansion vocabulary worksheets

Your cart is empty. Register for free Access thousands of resources $2.50 Multi-licenses $1.50 0 sold Get your classroom some neat vocabulary cards for your social studies class! The vocabulary cards included come in beautiful color and they also come in black and white to be printer friendly. The vocabulary cards come with definitions that are easy
for the students to understand in order to encourage discussions further into this topic. Students will learn new vocabulary words related to the Westward Expansion, review them with the handy dandy student version included, and get quizzed on the vocabulary words. This will prepare your students for quizzes, exams, and reading historical
documents. Bridge the gap with this awesome vocabulary pack! This bundle includes: Full color vocabulary pack Black and white vocabulary pack Student version folder insert vocabulary Vocabulary Quiz Quiz Answer key Make an awesome word wall with this set! Vocabulary words included: Manifest Destiny, frontier, pioneers.
——————————————————————– Check out the thumbnails to see how this BUNDLE can benefit your classroom!FOLLOW me to be notified of new resources available. This seller usually responds within 2 hours. transcontinental spanning one of the large landmasses of the earth The first transcontinental railroad connected Sacramento,
California to Omaha, Nebraska. connecting the newly settled western states to the industrial, populated east through railroad building technological of a practical subject organized by scientific principles The sod house was cool in the summer and warm in the winter despite being a home to small mammals and insects (as well as homesteaders).
technological advances in the 19th century could include things like the steel plow, the windmill, or ranching and farming practices never before used in America. expansion the act of increasing in size or volume or quantity or scope Many Americans from crowded Eastern cities and Europeans without land participated in the westward expansion of
the United States after the Civil War. the Railroad Act and the Homestead Act made settlement of the Great Plains and Great Basin more likely relocation the act of changing your residence or place of business The forced relocation of the Nez Perce Indians led Chief Joseph and his followers on a harrowing flight from the United States Cavalry. As
white populations grew, conflict with Native Americans led to relocation of the Indians from their traditional homelands assimilation the process of absorbing one cultural group into another The assimilation of the Native American was aided by the passage of the Dawes Act which broke down tribal relationships. The problem of Native American
resistance to white settlement led many white leaders to require that Indian children be sent to boarding schools to learn non-Indian customs and lifestyles reservation the act of setting aside for some future occasion Sitting Bull resisted the order to go to a reservation prior to participating in the Battle of Little Bighorn. the least desirable lands were
those that whites could not farm or ranch upon or which were not sites of gold, silver, or other mining ores treaty a written agreement between two states or sovereigns At the Treaty of Fort Laramie, the Sioux were promised that the Black Hills would not be settled by white Americans. agreements made with Native Americans to decrease attacks on
railroad builders or white settlers which were often broken when promises made to Indians about sacred or traditional lands were not honored disease an impairment of health Disease and warfare were two important factors in the decline of Indian populations in the 19th Century. smallpox killed large numbers of Native Americans after they had
contact with white Americans Created on September 19, 2013 {{getToolbarWorksheetName()}} has been added to your worksheets! Worksheet added to your worksheets! Don't forget to leave a comment. Please leave a comment. Print {{ws_solutions.user.firstname}} {{ws_solutions.user.lastname}} answers {{ws_solutions.user.username}}
answers The assignment is now closed Start creating - For free! Use this Louisiana Purchase reading activity to introduce Westward Expansion, to practice literacy skills, and to learn about the history of the United States! This resource is a piece to a larger WESTWARD EXPANSION unit. It provides clear student directions and is easy to assign for
independent learning, but is also great to use for whole-class instruction and read alouds. If you like this 4-page student resource, it is included in a larger student workbook where you can find reading passagesWestward Expansion Vocabulary Visualby Three Westward Expansion words with definitions are included on this worksheet. This is the
teacher's copy to use as a visual so students can get an idea of what their drawings can look like. The vocabulary words included are: pioneer, frontier, and the Louisiana Purchase. See my other listing for a blank student copy where students can create their own drawings!Grades:ABC Chart for Westward Expansionby An easy-to-use graphic
organizer to help your students keep track of new vocabulary and key terms during a unit study on Westward Expansion. Satisfies CCLS Standards as defined in the draft document (see engageny.org) Social Studies Grade 5-8 Craft and Structure, Standard 4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. Writing, Standard 2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the naVocabulary Gamesby Tim Robinson - Preparing Lifelong LearnersThese fun games can be played with any vocabulary cards.They are best played with academic words that have already been taught to students as
review and enrichment activities for students 4th grade and up.These games help students build connections between words (which research shows leads to better comprehension) and deepens their understanding of the concepts.Games included are:MemoryVocabo!Go Fish!Download this FREE set of directions for each of these games.Speed Sheets:
Westward Expansion to Reformersby Fast, Easy, and Engaging! Westward Expansion, Industrial Revolution and Reformers Speed Sheets allow students to learn the significant content vocabulary without spending an entire class period on an activity. Speed Sheets provide an activity for each day of the week that allows the teacher to facilitate and
pre-teach vocabulary concepts throughout a unit of study. By pre-teaching the vocabulary, students have a foundation to connect the significant ideas, people and events within the curriculuGold Rush Crossword 1by Gold Rush Crossword Gold Rush Vocabulary Comprehension A simple, easy, engaging crossword puzzle about important concepts I will
teach during my Gold Rush-Westward Expansion unit. My students love them this year and it keeps them engaged, yet productive! Vocabulary included: FORTY-NINER IMMIGRANT PROSPECTOR EXTRACT BOOM TOWN SIERRA NEVADA JAMES MARSHALL MILLRACE NUGGET HOSTILE PLACER MINING LYNCH MIGRATION
EL DORADO DISCRIMINATE INDIGENOUS TRESManifest Destiny Word Search Puzzleby This manifest destiny activity provides an entertaining way for students to engage with the academic vocabulary in your westward expansion unit. Keep them on hand for early finishers, a fun station activity, for days when students have high-stakes testing
in other classes or when we have stressful events in your building/class.Included in this product:★ Word Search Puzzle★ KeySe sure to check out my other United States Products!********************************************************************Page 2Oregon Trail Oregon Trail Reading Passage with Scaffolding QuestionsIncluded in this resource:•
Cover Page• Oregon Trail reading passage • 4 short answer scaffolding questions• Interactive notebook pages Adheres to Social Studies Common Core Standards - research, application, literacy, vocabulary, analyzing documents and making conclusionsDifferentiation: cooperative {students may work in pairs/groups according to teacher's discretion
for scaffolding questions}★★ Looking for the digital, 1:1 ver Overview In this experience, students interact with vocabulary words that they will encounter throughout Unit 5: Westward Expansion to 1850. Estimated duration: 30–40 minutes Vocabulary words: blockade canal demand expansion expedition free enterprise frontier impressment
migration pioneer production settler supply territory Objective Learn vocabulary related to westward expansion. Once the United States had won its independence and adopted the Constitution, it began to develop as a nation. Americans turned their eyes westward, hoping to find land and natural resources. In this unit, you will learn about the
westward expansion that occurred between 1800 and 1850. Objective Learn vocabulary related to westward expansion. The Pioneer Home of the Western Frontier, by Francis Palmer, ca. 1867 This lesson builds your vocabulary of words you will use in this unit. The words are: blockade: an act, usually during a war, to prevent people and goods from
moving from place to place canal: a man-made river used for travel or shipping demand: in economics, the amount of a good or services that people ask to buy at a certain price expansion: the act of making something bigger expedition: a long trip, especially a difficult one, taken for a specific purpose free enterprise: an economic system with few
government restrictions on the business activities and decisions of individuals frontier: a region or field of study that hasn’t been widely explored or settled impressment: the act of forcing someone into military service migration: the movement of people or animals to another place pioneer: someone who is the first to do something, such as settle in an
area or invent something totally new production: making goods in large quantities, especially in a factory, for them to be sold settler: someone who moves to a new region that has few residents supply: in economics, the amount of a good or services available for purchase in the market territory: the land and waters controlled by a government Let’s
start with the word expansion. The word combines three parts: prefix: ex-, meaning “out.” Examples: exit, exhale, exterior root: pander, meaning “to spread or stretch” suffix: sion, making the word a noun Post a synonym for the word expansion. Post your answer Point out to students that the word expansion is a noun, so its synonyms should also be
nouns. Sample answers: growth, spread, stretching, extension, enlargement, buildup When everyone is ready to continue, unlock the next scene.
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